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Project Overview
vMy project spotlights the intellectual influence 
of Chinese and Taiwanese University of 
Michigan alumni who returned to China and 
published primarily in Chinese.
Objectives
vResearch across the U-M Library collections 
and databases to obtain biographical 
information and investigate the influence of 
Chinese and Taiwanese alumni.
vFeature alumni works from the U-M Library 
collections.
vConduct interviews with several chosen 
contemporary alumni.
vCreate a website to spotlight the alumni and 
feature their works.
Challenges
vCarefully track name 
iterations and search for 
every one
Solutions
vNames
vScaling vNarrowly defining 
intellectual influence and 
sticking to it
vTimeframe vPrioritizing tasks and 
meeting more frequently






Lessons Learned
vAn understanding of the organization, scale, 
services, and work within itself in the U-M 
Library.
vHow to efficiently find everything from books 
to articles to microfilms in the U-M collections 
and databases and outside them.
vThe alumni stories are inspirational because 
they show influence and movement across 
fields and around the world.
Next Steps
vResearch was originally conducted on 49 
individuals.
vWe narrowed down the scope the number of 
people because of time.
vAdding alumni to the site through the 
WordPress interface is easy.
Thank You!
